Retrospective Cohort Study of Cancer Mortality at the Minsk Leather Tannery
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Abstract: The cohort of 768 workers who were actively employed for a minimum of 6 months and died was retrospectively followed from 1 January 1953 to 31 December 2000. There were 328 women and 440 men observed. Proportionate mortality ratios (PMRs) were calculated using the Minsk-city population mortality proportions to generate expected numbers. The significant excess of pancreatic cancer (PMR=366%; 95%CI=134–800) and melanoma and skin cancer (PMR=455%; 95%CI=123–1,164) in women-workers of Dyeing and stuffing workshops was shown. The significantly high mortality from pancreatic cancer among Dyeing and stuffing workshops' female workers hired and discharged between 1958 and 1984 (PMR=1,024%; 95%CI=11–2,109), melanoma and skin cancer (PMR=440%; 95%CI=240–2,327) among Dyeing and stuffing workshops female workers who started before 1970, lip and buccal cavity among men who began working within 1974–1978 (PMR=1,071%; 95%CI=220–3,128), cervix and corpus uteri cancer among workers employed before 1960 was found. It should be noted that the significantly high mortality from above noted cancers was indicated for Dyeing and stuffing workshops female workers with seniority more than 10 yr. Thus it was shown for pancreatic cancer (PMR=418%; 95%CI=136–975), for melanoma and skin cancers (PMR=497%; 95%CI=102–1,450), for uterus cancers (PMR=269%; 95%CI=130–496).
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Introduction

Historically tannery industry has been very popular in Belarus. Leather production includes many operations with different exposures, which can be harmful for the health of workers and particularly be carcinogenic. There are formaldehyde, chromates and bichromates salts, aniline, benzene-based dyes, different organic solvents (butyl acetate, ethanol, benzene, toluene) sulphuric acid, ammonia, hydrogen sulphide and others. It is necessary to note that the basic strategy of leather production is using mostly hydrophobic substances for optimally deep skin impregnation. However, IARC classified occupational exposures in tannery processes as “not classifiable as to carcinogenicity to humans”\(^{1)}\), but some compounds in tanning process was considered as “probably carcinogenic to humans” (some benzene-based dyes\(^{1)}\) and “carcinogenic to human” (formaldehyde\(^{2)}\)). Moreover, some investigations have demonstrated the mutagenic effect of K-ras oncogenes in leather dust\(^{3)}\) and someazo-dyes used in leather dyeing in the Salmonella/microsome test\(^{4)}\). There were some cohort and case-control studies on tannery workers, which showed significant associations with bladder\(^{5–7)}\), nasopharynx and oral cavity cancers\(^{8, 9)}\). A few called the pancreatic cancer attributive to tanning processes\(^{10, 11)}\). But there were no earlier cohort mortality examinations among tannery workers, which did not find any significant excess of deaths from any cancers\(^{12, 13)}\). Despite many publications on cancer in leather industry in international journals we have failed to find any
such reports in Belorussian, Russian and the USSR press. In this connection our study to evaluate proportionate cancer mortality among workers of Minsk Tannery was important.

Materials and Methods

We have conducted the retrospective cohort study of proportionate cancer mortality at Minsk Tannery. All considered employees of the enterprise were dismissed from 1 January 1953 till 31 December 1995 and were identified from personnel records of workers taken from the archive of the enterprise. Workers with a minimum of 6 months of employment were included in the study. Causes of death were determined from death certificates of Minsk Civilian Registry Archives and records of Minsk Cancer Registry. Information on general mortality level was obtained from Minsk Civilian Registry Archives, Minsk Cancer Registry, and Minsk City Statistics Department. The registration of cohort members’ deaths was started from January 1, 1953, and finished in December 31, 2001. Underlying cause of death was coded according to the Ninth Revision of the International Classification of Disease (ICD-9). Underlying cause of death was coded according to the Ninth Revision of the International Classification of Disease (ICD-9) (5).

Using Microsoft Excel software based on methods developed by Monson (15) proportionate mortality ratios (PMRs) indirectly standardized by age and calendar time were calculated by comparing the observed number of deaths to the expected number. The numbers of expected deaths were calculated relying on general population data stratified by gender, age (20–24, 25–29, 80–84, 85–elder yr age groups), and calendar time (1953–56, 1957–61, 1997–2001 yr groups). The 95% confidence intervals (95% CI), based on the Poisson distribution, were obtained with the method described by Breslow and Day (6). Analyses by job department, time hired and dismissed, the latency from the start of occupation to the death and duration of employment were conducted.

The Minsk Leather Tannery has processed buff, pork, sheep and goat hides for shoe making and dressing manufactures. The exposure kind and level could distinguish three departments. The first were tanning-liming workshops with the initial skin processing such as: soaking, liming, washing, fleshing, cutting, deashing and tanning. It seemed the most harmful production with hard manual labour and corrosive environment: compounds of chromium (sodium bichromate in sulphuric acid), formaldehyde, hydrogen sulphide, sulphuric acid, ammonia, and hydrochloric acid. The second part of leather production was performed in dyeing-stuffing and decorating workshops. There were such operations as dyeing, stuffing, dye fixation, drying, wetting, soaking, polishing, dust removing, pressing, lacquering and glossing. Following reagents were utilised there: formaldehyde, aniline and benzene-based dyes, fats (synthetic and natural), acrylic emulsions, petroleum and alizarin oils, waxy emulsions, chronic anhydride, liquid ammonia, acetic and formic acids, organic solvents (butyl acetate, ethanol, acetacetate, toluene, benzene, acetone) and formaldehyde. Administrative employees were considered as persons subjected to minimal exposure.

Ingress of xenobiotics into organism seemed to be done by skin penetration (for liquid substances), air inspiration and swallowing of dust particles. Unfortunately information about exposure level was available only for last ten years and in air only. According to data of The Central Chemical Enterprise Laboratory permanent exceeding of formaldehyde in air (more than 0.5 mg/m3) was shown at drying and assorting workplaces. All other substances with any carcinogenic ability (Groups 2 and 3) did not exceed the maximum allowable concentration level. Sudden changes of concentration of Chromium compounds, acetic, formic and sulphuric acids, ammonia and dust occurred while processes of chemicals loading and mixtures preparing. High levels of hydrogen sulphide and ammonia were constantly shown in all workshops. In the history of the enterprise the considerable reconstruction took place in 1988, when all equipment, especially waste disposal, were modernized. Thus processes of tanning since 1988 have been followed in closed tanning drums without entering into work area instead open bath used before. Moreover in 1988 processes of tanning extracts preparing were fully excluded and now finished reagents are utilized. Some benzene-based dyes were changed to less harmful, formaldehyde on formic acid and nitro-lacquer replaced by water-containing one.

Results

The primary cohort consisted of about 3,500 workers; 768 persons (440 males and 328 females) of whom died by December 31, 2001. It is important to note the different gender distribution of workers in departments. Men almost occupied tinning-liming workshops (77%), while women mainly occupied dyeing-stuffing and decorating workshops (up to 90%).

It was established that main causes of death in the cohort were: cardiovascular diseases (males 46.6% and females 52.2%), malignant neoplasms (males 20.2% and females 26.2%), external and unknown causes (males 21.4% and females 9.5%) and respiratory diseases. No significant increases in PMR of main causes were found (Fig. 1). Mean latencies from the onset of work till the death of all causes and SE were 26 ±0.65 yr in males and 33 ±0.7 yr in females.

Altogether in the total cohort 175 deaths of all malignant neoplasms were established (89 males and 86 females), which was close to expected numbers (99.4 for men, PMR=90%, 95%CI=72–110 and 83.6 for women, PMR=103%, 95%CI=3–130). Mean latencies from the onset of work till the death from cancer and SE were 25 ± 1.5 yr in males and
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30 ± 1.3 yr in females. Separately we have investigated 13 cancer localizations in males and 17 in females. Pioneering results of cancer mortality in this tannery cohort by departments were presented in previous article\(^1\). Here we are providing new results of detailed analysis in different groups where interesting result was shown.

Pancreatic cancer (ICD 157)

The numbers of observed pancreatic cancer deaths, PMR and 95% CI for total cohort and groups of tannery workers with significant results are presented in Table 1.

In total cohort significant excess was only shown in females’ pancreatic cancer. That was based on eight observed deaths (against 2.2 expected, PMR=363%; 95%CI=156–716). The analysis in details showed that six out of eight pancreatic cancer deaths occurred in women – workers of Dyeing-stuffing and decorating workshops (PMR=366%; 95%CI=134–800), one worker was occupied in tanning and liming workshop and one combined both occupations. The significantly high PMR was shown in the group of five workers with the experience more than 120 months (PMR=418%; 95%CI=136–975) but all those five workers had been occupied for 120–240 months (PMR=858; 95%CI=278–2,000). By the time of dismissal we could distinguish two quite narrow intervals. Thus four of eight workers were dismissed between 1962 and 66 (PMR=2,222%; 95%CI=604–5,689) and four within 1978–84 (PMR=1,600%; 95%CI=435–4,097). It needs to note that all these workers were occupied directly in leather production processes. Four workers were painters, one was a products sorter, two were driers and one was a flesher. Altogether seven female workers were hired since 1958 till 1976 and were dismissed since 1962 till 1984 (PMR=1,024%; 95%CI=11–2,109), six of them were occupied in Dyeing-stuffing and decorating workshops (PMR=942%; 95%CI=276–2,053). Also insignificantly high pancreatic cancer PMR was noted in males (five cases, PMR=195%; 95%CI=60–430). Four of them were occupied in tanning-liming workshops (repairman, quality inspector, flasher and limier) and one in dyeing-stuffing workshop (operator of staking machine). But we had no significant results in different compared male groups.

Melanoma and skin cancers (ICD 172–173)

The significantly high mortality of melanoma and skin cancers was found in female workers occupied in dyeing-stuffing and decorating workshops based on four cases (PMR=455%; 95%CI=123–1,164), all women were employed till 1970 (PMR=440%; 95%CI=247–2,327). Three of them were occupied in Dyeing-stuffing and decorating workshops (PMR=497%; 95%CI=155–4,617). Three cases were of melanoma of skin (ICD 172) and one case of non-melanoma skin cancer (ICD 173). Three of them were employed till 1970 (PMR=440%; 95%CI=247–2,327). Three of them were occupied in dyeing-stuffing workshop (operator of staking machine). But we had no significant results in different compared male groups.

Corpus and Cervix Uteri (ICD 180, 182)

Some rise in cervix and corpus uteri mortality were
demonstrated in the total cohort (PMR=165%; 95%CI=85–280), 12 deaths were established. Nine of them were occupied in Dyeing-stuffing and decorating workshops (PMR=177%; 95%CI=80–340); ten had the experience of work more than 10 yr (PMR=269%; 95%CI =130–496) that was significant. Significant results were also obtained for the workers who had started their operation before 1950 (PMR=290; 95%CI=106–633) and for those who had been dismissed till 1960 (PMR=339 PMR=165%; 95%CI=136–700) (Table 3).

**Table 3. Corpus and cervix uteri**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups of workers Studied</th>
<th>Obs.</th>
<th>Exp.</th>
<th>PMR</th>
<th>95%CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total cohort</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>85–280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of employment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More then 120 months</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>269*</td>
<td>130–496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onset of Employment before 1950</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>290*</td>
<td>106–633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End of Employment before 1960</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>339*</td>
<td>136–700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total cohort and groups of tannery workers with significantly high PMR (*p<0.05).

In this research we established five cases of buccal cavity and pharynx cancers but no nasal cancers. All cases were noted in men (PMR=161%; 95%CI=50–370), which was non-significant. Significantly high PMR was noted for workers who had started their occupation some time in 1974–1978 only (PMR=1071%; 95%CI=220–3128), there were three cases. All of workers, who had buccal cavity, pharynx cancers, were dismissed till 1986. And all of them were occupied in tanning and liming workshops where exposure of leather dust was not high.

**Bladder cancer (ICD188)**

Surprisingly we did not find any excess of bladder cancer in whole cohort. Only one case was found in man, who was occupied in tanning-liming workshop.

**Intestine, Colon and Rectum cancers (ICD 152–154)**

Surprisingly we established one case of colon cancer in men against 5.6 expected (PMR=17%; 95%CI=0.4–97). That was significantly low. We could suspect a classification bias if we did not find four cases of colon cancer in females that was quite close to expected 7.2 (PMR=56%, non significant). Observed numbers of rectum cancer were close to expected both in males (five cases, PMR=100%) and females (four cases PMR=80%, non significant). Also there were no cases of intestinal cancers.

**Discussion**

High mortality of pancreatic cancer in female workers was the main finding of this study. The relatively high mortality of pancreatic cancer in both men and women points to the presence of any common factors, like Chromium compounds. As far as high pancreatic cancer mortality was indicated in females occupied mainly in dyeing-stuffing and decorating workshops, where workers were basically exposed to organic solvents, formaldehyde, aniline and azo-dyes. These chemicals were presented separately in air at some workplaces and were bound with fine leather dust dispersed in air throughout the workshops. Our results could be supported with some others investigations where high pancreatic cancer mortality of tannery workers also was shown10–12). Some investigations demonstrated the mutagenic effect in K-ras oncogenes of leather dust 3) and also of 20 azo-dyes used in leather dyeing in the Aims test4). Stupar et al. showed the strong ability of proteins of leather dust to bind inorganic chromium III compounds and facilitate their entrance into human in this way18). Moreover they reported about ability of chromium compounds to change the tolerance to glucose in older people. This effect was demonstrated in the cohort of tannery workers. Chromium is generally believed to be an essential trace element and to have a role in maintaining proper carbohydrate and lipid metabolism, probably by enhancing insulin signalling19–21). The analysis of publications showed that some occupations with high pancreatic cancer association had similar to tannery exposures. There were pathologists22) and laboratory assistants22, 23) (high formaldehyde exposure), workers of printing, varnish and painting industry (high exposure of dyes and organic solvents)24). In our research high risk of pancreatic cancer was established for those workers who were occupied within 1958–1984 and especially for those dismissed within 1962–1964 and within 1978–1984. In these years the tannery worked in full operation and used to utilize
formaldehyde and Direct Black 3 azo-dye. We showed that majority of workers who died with pancreatic cancer were either driers (high formaldehyde exposure) or painters (high dye and solvents exposure). In these conditions we presumed that azo-dyes and/or formaldehyde could initiate DNA mutation and Chromium III promote pancreatic cancer growth. Our earlier observations suggested that many of described above agents could be or inspired either swallowed by workers at the workplaces due to low level of defense of mouth and respiratory tract, which have been noted till present days.

Unfortunately this is a restriction of this study to reconstruct retrospectively the kind of exposure and assess the quantitative level. The history of the enterprise conveyed that tanning and liming operations had not been crucially modified till 1988 whereas Dying-stuffing and decorating operations had been changing during the all time of investigation.

In our study PMRs were calculated separately for men and women so we could not consider gender as risk factor. There were no significant results for pancreatic cancer in men, while they were mainly occupied in tanning-liming workshops. Only 10% of men were occupied in Dyeing-stuffing and decorating workshops and just one of them died with pancreatic cancer that was insufficient for analysis by gender there. In general population pancreatic cancer mortality of females and males are very similar that suggests weak sex influence on this cancer.

It needs to note that strong association between pancreatic cancer and smoking were demonstrated in many studies25–27). Unfortunately it is not known if the cohort had different patterns of alcohol and tobacco consumption than the Minsk general population, but both as cancers of the liver, oesophagus and lung, sites associated with these exposures as deaths with pancreatitis (one case was observed) were not elevated among nor women neither men employees in the tanning plant17).

We established the relation between tannery occupation and melanoma of skin or skin cancers. But the analysis of publications showed no reports about association between skin cancers and tannery occupation. One work conducted in the USSR only suggested weak skin carcinogenic effect of some synthetic fats, used under leather stuffing before 198828). As far as majority of cases were established in workers exposed for a long time to leather dyes and fats we could suggest that some leather dyes and mixtures could initiate skin cancer by direct impact. Moreover, some organic solvents, aggressive acid mediums and fat environment could deeply injure the skin. It was important to note that majority of cases were established in workers occupied before 1970. This fact agrees with above described data on pancreatic cancer.

In some groups of interest we established significantly high PMR of cervix and corpus uteri. Unfortunately we did not manage to study the mortality of cancers cervix cancer and corpus uterus cancer, separately. It was very difficult to get the accurate information from archives of death certificates. In publications we could not find many reports showing the association between cancers of uteri and an occupation in tannery. We could suppose any relations just basing on long occupation of workers died with uteri cancers. We also admitted that high mortality of workers who worked under unfavorable social and economical conditions in the USSR after the World War II and before 1960 could indicate the presence of any confounders.

Many reports associate tannery occupation with oral cavity cancers, particularly with nasal cancers due to leather dust exposure8, 9, 29, 30). We established five cases of buccal cavity and pharynx cancers but no nasal cancers. But significant results were obtained in those who started their occupation in 1974–1978 and were dismissed by 1986. This could be an evidence of risk factors in the seventyth. But all workers were working in tanning and liming workshops where exposure of leather dust was not high.

The analysis of recent literature data mainly based on case-control studies5, 6, 31, 32) showed the prevalence of bladder cancer in the leather industry. But only a few cohort studies7) found the similar significant results. Aromatic amines and benzene-based dyes were suspected as possible carcinogens. In our investigation we observed one case of bladder cancer in man, who was occupied in tanning and liming workshop. We could explain this situation by different gender distribution of workers in workshops mentioned above.

In our study PMRs were calculated separately for men and women so we could not consider gender as risk factor. There were no significant results for pancreatic cancer in men, while they were mainly occupied in tanning-liming workshops. Only 10% of men were occupied in Dyeing-stuffing and decorating workshops and just one of them died with pancreatic cancer that was insufficient for analysis by gender there. In general population pancreatic cancer mortality of females and males are very similar that suggests weak sex influence on this cancer.

It needs to note that strong association between pancreatic cancer and smoking were demonstrated in many studies25–27). Unfortunately it is not known if the cohort had different patterns of alcohol and tobacco consumption than the Minsk general population, but both as cancers of the liver, oesophagus and lung, sites associated with these exposures as deaths with pancreatitis (one case was observed) were not elevated among nor women neither men employees in the tanning plant17).

We established the relation between tannery occupation and melanoma of skin or skin cancers. But the analysis of publications showed no reports about association between skin cancers and tannery occupation. One work conducted in the USSR only suggested weak skin carcinogenic effect of some synthetic fats, used under leather stuffing before 198828). As far as majority of cases were established in workers exposed for a long time to leather dyes and fats we could suggest that some leather dyes and mixtures could initiate skin cancer by direct impact. Moreover, some organic solvents, aggressive acid mediums and fat environment could deeply injure the skin. It was important to note that majority of cases were established in workers occupied before 1970. This fact agrees with above described data on pancreatic cancer.

In some groups of interest we established significantly high PMR of cervix and corpus uteri. Unfortunately we did not manage to study the mortality of cancers cervix cancer and corpus uterus cancer, separately. It was very difficult to get the accurate information from archives of death certificates. In publications we could not find many reports showing the association between cancers of uteri and an occupation in tannery. We could suppose any relations just basing on long occupation of workers died with uteri cancers. We also admitted that high mortality of workers who worked under unfavorable social and economical conditions in the USSR after the World War II and before 1960 could indicate the presence of any confounders.

Many reports associate tannery occupation with oral cavity cancers, particularly with nasal cancers due to leather dust exposure8, 9, 29, 30). We established five cases of buccal cavity and pharynx cancers but no nasal cancers. But significant results were obtained in those who started their occupation in 1974–1978 and were dismissed by 1986. This could be an evidence of risk factors in the seventyth. But all workers were working in tanning and liming workshops where exposure of leather dust was not high.

The analysis of recent literature data mainly based on case-control studies5, 6, 31, 32) showed the prevalence of bladder cancer in the leather industry. But only a few cohort studies7) found the similar significant results. Aromatic amines and benzene-based dyes were suspected as possible carcinogens. In our investigation we observed one case of bladder cancer in man, who was occupied in tanning and liming workshop. We could explain this situation by different gender distribution of workers in workshops mentioned above.

Males were mainly occupied in tanning with much lower than females exposition to aniline and benzene-based dyes, which according to many studies are responsible for urothelial cancers. Women, at the same time, had much lower risk to develop bladder cancer than males in general population that was demonstrated by National statistics33). Thus further investigations with larger groups are needed to answer this question.

The present study has several limitations, including the reliance on proportionate mortality data instead of incidence or mortality rates and the lack detailed exposure information. Also, chance cannot be ruled out as possible explanation for study findings, particularly those based on small numbers. Thus further follow-up of this cohort, which would allow more in-depth analysis of rare cancer sites, confounders and adjust for different risk factors, are warranted. Sites of interest include melanoma, pancreas, uterus, nasal, kidney and bladder.
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